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Automating Scroll Performance Management via Interlaced Operation Execution 
ABSTRACT 
The scrolling action triggers multiple refreshes of the device display at a rate that depends 
on the hardware or software characteristics of the device. A scroll tick corresponds to the 
maximum amount of time available for the main execution thread to carry out the required set of 
operations without degrading the scrolling user experience (UX). As a result, applications cannot 
easily and smoothly accommodate multiple operations executing within the main thread during 
scrolling if the time required to perform the operations exceeds the STB. This disclosure 
describes scheduling techniques to determine the set of operations to execute within the main 
thread on the next scroll tick to optimize the scrolling performance within any application. 
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BACKGROUND 
When a user accesses content that does not fit within the device screen, accessing the 
parts of the content not currently visible on the screen requires the user to scroll vertically (up or 
down) and/or horizontally (left or right). The scrolling action triggers multiple refreshes of the 
device display at a rate that depends on the hardware and/or software setup of the device. The 
typical refresh rate for most current devices, such as mobile phones, laptops, desktop monitors, 
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etc., is 60 Hz (i.e., 60 frames per second); devices with higher display refresh rates, e.g., 90Hz, 
120Hz, are also available. 
The typical display refresh rate of 60 Hz results in a scroll tick of 16.67 milliseconds 
(1/60 * 1000). If the time needed to perform the set of operations that need to be executed with a 
scroll tick exceeds the scroll tick duration, the displays of most devices drop displaying a content 
frame. Thus, the scroll tick corresponds to the maximum amount of time available for the main 
execution thread to carry out the required set of operations without causing scrolling problems, 
such as dropped frames, jitter, stutter, jank, etc. Such problems can make scrolling laggy, 
resulting in a degraded user experience (UX) for applications that require scrolling. 
Applications increasingly employ functionality that requires operations to execute upon 
each scroll tick. Each of these operations taking away from the 16.67 millisecond scroll-tick 
budget (STB) can result in significant degradation in scrolling performance. Moving some of 
these operations to a background thread instead of executing within the main thread can mitigate 
performance degradation issues. However, the utility of such an approach can be limited when 
certain operations, such as user interface (UI) computations, animations, etc., must be executed 
on the main thread. Currently, there is no systematic approach used to minimize frames dropped 
during scrolling and/or maximize the number of operations executed within the main thread 
when scrolling. As a result, applications cannot easily and smoothly accommodate multiple 
operations executing within the main thread during scrolling if the time required to perform the 
operations exceeds the STB. 
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes techniques to determine the set of operations to execute within 
the main thread on the next scroll tick to optimize scrolling performance within any application. 
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The techniques automate scrolling performance management by obtaining, learning, and 
estimating the duration of various main-thread operations that consume a portion of the STB. 
The set of operations is executed within the main thread on future scroll ticks in an interlaced 
manner that minimizes dropped frames and/or maximizes the diversity and/or the number of 
executed operations. 
The set of operations is determined by providing as input to a scheduling algorithm the 
list of operations to execute within the main thread during scrolling. The algorithm is executed 
on every scroll tick via the following steps: 
1. Operation Mapping and Conversion: The input list of operations is used to update the 
operation map maintained by the algorithm as the current set of unique operations identified 
by an operation ID. The operations in the input list are defined by a set of properties such as 
operation ID, block of operations, priority, etc. If any of the operations in the input list is 
already present within the operation map, the variable corresponding to the number of times 
the operation requests execution is incremented. Otherwise, a new operation is initialized 
from the corresponding input operation and added to the operation map with a requested 
execution count variable value of 1. Apart from the properties of the corresponding input 
operation, the operations within the operation map are augmented with the addition of 
various relevant properties such as minimum, maximum, median, and mean values of the 
duration required to execute the operation, the number of times the operation has been 
executed in the past, the timestamp of the last execution, the number of times the operation 
requests execution in the future, etc. 
2. Operation Sorting: Operations within the current operation map are sorted in the order of 
execution priority. The priority order can be determined according to one or more relevant 
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ordering criteria such as requested priority, last execution timestamp, number of times the 
operation was previously executed, the number of pending execution requests, maximum, 
minimum, median, or mean duration of execution, etc. The sorting criteria can vary based on 
user needs and/or application parameters. 
3. Operation Grouping: The sorted list of operations within the operation map is traversed in 
order to group consecutive operations if the sum of their maximum execution duration is less 
than STB. Whenever the addition of the maximum execution duration of an operation within 
the sorted list results in exceeding the STB, the operation is added to a new operation group. 
The traversal proceeds until all applications within the sorted list of operations are grouped 
such that the sum of maximum execution duration of operations within each group is less 
than the STB. Depending on user need and/or application parameters, application grouping 
can be performed using any other suitable criterion, such as median duration of execution. 
4. Interlaced Execution of Operations: Each group of operations is executed sequentially 
within a single STB. For instance, if there are three groups of operations, these execute 
during the next three scroll ticks, with each group executed sequentially in sorted order with 
each of the three scroll ticks. Such an operation is akin to the application of interlaced video 
display techniques for optimization of scrolling performance. The execution can be further 
optimized by executing operations from subsequent groups if a previous group executes 
faster than expected, thus leaving time within the STB to perform additional operations from 
the following groups. In such cases, the operation(s) from the subsequent group(s) can be 
chosen such that the corresponding value(s) of maximum execution duration are lower than 
the time left within the STB after the execution of the previous operation group. 
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5. Update of Operation Map: After executing all operation groups, the operation map is 
updated based on the time taken to execute each of the operations within the STB. The 
execution duration and timestamp of the latest execution is used to recompute and update the 
corresponding values of minimum, maximum, median, and mean execution durations and 
latest execution timestamps. Additionally, for each operation, the execution count is 
incremented and the execution request count is decremented. 
Fig. 1: Optimizing operation execution during each scroll tick 
Fig. 1 shows an example of operational implementation of the techniques described in 
this disclosure. A set of operations (102) are input to the scheduling algorithm and added to the 
operation map (104). The operation map is sorted to arrange the operations in the desired order 
of execution (106). The sorted operations are grouped (108) such that the maximum expected 
execution duration of the operations within each group fits optimally within the STB. For 
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instance, Fig. 1 shows that the grouping operation results in 3 application groups, each of which 
is executed (110) in order on the three subsequent scroll ticks. The relevant properties of the 
operation execution, such as duration and timestamp, are used to update the corresponding 
operation properties within the operation map. 
The described techniques can be implemented within any application, operating 
system/platform, or service that involves displaying content that requires scrolling. The 
techniques can increase the number of operations executed by the main thread during scrolling, 
thus supporting applications that involve complex resource-intensive main-thread operations, 
such as visual animations, UI updates, video playback, etc. Implementation of the techniques can 
enable a smoother scrolling performance, thus enhancing the UX of scrolling vertically or 
horizontally across a piece of content. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes scheduling techniques to determine the set of operations to 
execute within the main thread on the next scroll tick to optimize the scrolling performance 
within any application. Scrolling performance management is automated by obtaining, learning, 
and estimating the duration of various main-thread operations that consume a portion of the STB. 
The set of operations is executed within the main thread on future scroll ticks in an interlaced 
manner that minimizes dropped frames and/or maximizes the diversity and/or the number of 
executed operations. The described techniques can be implemented within any application, 
operating system/platform, or service that involves displaying content that requires scrolling. 
Implementation of the techniques can enable a smoother scrolling UX while permitting complex 
resource-intensive main-thread operations. 
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